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Sample Itinerary

Skidoo and chill out
Land in Lapland – meet our guide and change
into your thermal safari outfit
Skidoo safari from the airport, look out for the
Northern Lights on route to your hotel!
Time to relax and unwind before dinner at a
local Lappish restaurant
Hit the sack – or if you still have energy,
explore the nightlife in Rovaniemi
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Slip-sliding away
Stoke your fire with a hearty Finnish breakfast –
you’ll need the fuel!
It’s back onboard your skidoo for an adventure
through the wilderness to an authentic
Reindeer farm
Learn how to drive a reindeer sled and enjoy a
herders’s lunch in a cosy cottage
Back onboard your skidoo – now we’re off to a
husky camp
Learn about mushing and husky sledding – then
it’s your turn!
Skidoo to the Arctic Snow Hotel, catch the
Northern Lights and chill in the Ice Spa
Relax in the saunas before a slap-up dinner in
the snow restaurant and a night in igloos
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Ice ice baby!
Breakfast again, before another day of chilled fun
Take your pick from an action-packed day spent
ice karting, quad-biking and rallying, or a day
spent learning to ice-fish then cooking your
lunch on an open fire or snowshoe trekking
Freshen up back at the hotel before a gourmet
meal at a panoramic restaurant
It’s your last night in Lapland, so maybe a last
skidoo safari and drinks round a camp fire - but
keep your eyes peeled for the Northern Lights!
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‘Thank you for organising
and continuing to do trips like
this. It was just incredible
- a truly life changing
experience!!’

Join the party, call 0845 688 4740

Homeward-Bound
Plenty of time to enjoy a hearty buffet
breakfast before your airport transfer
Due to the time difference in just a few
short hours, you’ll be back on British soil
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There’s snow comparison!
You might have skied before. You might have snowboarded before.
You might even have seen the Northern Lights before. But how
many trips offer all of this, and manage to pack in snow safaris,
igloo-living and dog-sledding too? For an experience that money
simply can’t buy, why not treat your colleagues or clients to the trip of a
lifetime: the Arctic. The atmosphere, the action and the scenery will
leave you reeling - and that’s before you experience the Lapp nightlife!
For an adventure that will go down in history, make tracks for Lapland
with Freshly Squeezed Events… it’s simply unforgettable!

most thrilling activities imaginable, we’ve also sourced the best hotels
and restaurants for you, too. Because, as everyone knows, an
action-packed day skiing, sledding, ice-fishing and skidoo-chasing
will leave you in need of some serious R&R! Rest assured, our Arctic
Adventure will place you in the Lapp of Luxury. Come on – it’s all
waiting for you!.

Let’s hear you Mush!
Picture the scene: you’re flying through a snowbound wilderness on a
genuine Santa-style sleigh, pulled by a team of husky dogs. Best of all,
you’re the one that’s at the reins! Join us in Lapland, and you’ll be
learning how to mush, hike, gee and haw – you’ll be speaking fluent
husky before you know it! It’s not all dog-work, though: the fastest way
to get around out here is by skidoo. Wrap up and hold on tight!

It’s Arctic-tastic!
There’s adventure – and then there’s a Freshly-Squeezed adventure.
No-where else will you find an experience like this – where everything
from the scenery and sports through to the accommodation will leave
you wide-eyed and breathless. Not only have we packed in some of the
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Freshly Squeezed Events has been wowing
the business world since 2005. We are experts in
running amazing incentives and incredible destinations,
around the world, all play host to our bespoke events.
We always push the boundaries to create ‘itineraries of a
lifetime’ so that we can execute something out of this
world for you. Our passionate team, years of experience,
unique insight and fantastic global
contacts enable FSE to deliver the
ultimate incentives.
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